Hölder continuous observations on hyperbolic basic sets satisfy strong statistical properties such as exponential decay of correlations, central limit theorems and invariance principles (approximation by Brownian motion).
Introduction
Let Λ be a topologically mixing hyperbolic basic set equipped with an equilibrium state (Gibbs measure). It is by now classical (see for example Bowen [5] , Ratner [29] , Ruelle [32] , Parry & Pollicott [26] ) that Hölder continuous observations φ : Λ → R satisfy strong statistical properties such as exponential decay of correlations and the central limit theorem (CLT). Furthermore, an almost sure invariance principle (ASIP), Denker & Philipp [10] , states that the partial sums of φ approximate Brownian motion on the line.
Recently, interest has focused on (skew product) extensions Λ × G of a hyperbolic basic set Λ by a compact connected Lie group G. Such extensions are automatically partially hyperbolic and are typically ergodic and even stably ergodic and mixing [15, 27] .
Counterexamples of Dolgopyat [11] show that even when Λ × G is stably ergodic, the decay of correlations of Hölder observations may be arbitrarily slow. The counterexamples are toral extensions of subshifts of finite type. On the other hand, if G is semisimple, or if Λ is Anosov, then Dolgopyat obtains rapid (though not exponential) decay of correlations when Λ × G is stably ergodic. The CLT then follows from Liverani [21] .
Motivated by issues arising for certain noncompact (primarily Euclidean) group extensions, Nicol et al. [23] considered a class of G-equivariant n-dimensional observations φ : Λ × G → R n . Under the same hypotheses as in [11] , Nicol et al. [23] obtained an n-dimensional CLT with convergence to a normal distribution N (0, Σ) where Σ is an n × n covariance matrix. Furthermore, Σ is typically nonsingular.
In this paper, we show that by restricting to equivariant observations from the outset, it is possible to bypass [11, 21] . Instead, we use an equivariant version of the Ruelle transfer operator studied by Parry & Pollicott [25, 26] . This leads both to cleaner proofs and stronger results. For example, the counterexamples of Dolgopyat [11] do not apply to equivariant observations, and we obtain exponential decay of correlations (not merely rapid decay) for equivariant Hölder observations on weak mixing extensions of arbitrary hyperbolic basic sets. Our results apply to principal extensions as well as to (skew product) extensions by compact connected Lie groups.
We also prove a version of the ASIP, where for almost every initial condition the partial sums of φ approximate n-dimensional Brownian motion. Immediate consequences of the ASIP are the law of the iterated logarithm (LIL), the CLT and the weak invariance principle (WIP).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state our main results for extensions of hyperbolic basic sets. In Section 3, we describe a general framework for proving exponential decay of correlations, the CLT, the WIP, and the upper half of the LIL for classes of observations for noninvertible dynamical sys-tems. In Section 4, we prove exponential decay of correlations for skew and principal extensions of hyperbolic basic sets. In Section 5, we quickly review the definition and properties of the covariance matrix. In Section 6, we prove the ASIP for extensions of hyperbolic basic sets.
In the following, if b, c are vectors in R n , then bc T denotes an n × n matrix in Mat n (R). We always assume observations are Hölder continuous.
Theorem 2.2 (Exponential decay of correlations)
Let f h : M × G → M × G be a weak mixing G-extension of a hyperbolic basic set.
Then there is a constant τ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all Hölder continuous Gequivariant observations φ, ψ : M × G → R n there is a constant C > 0 such that
Analogous results hold for principal G-extensions.
Remark 2.3
The restriction to equivariant observations is crucial, since Dolgopyat [11] has counterexamples for general observations when Λ is a subshift of finite type and G is a torus -even when Λ × G is stably weak mixing. In fact, Dolgopyat obtains superpolynomial (but not exponential) decay of correlations for general observations provided G is semisimple or M is Anosov.
Let φ : M × G → R n be a G-equivariant observation, and define
If φ has mean zero ( φ = 0), then it is an elementary consequence of Theorem 2.2 that the limit lim N →∞
Note that Σ is a G-equivariant symmetric positive semidefinite linear operator on R n . In fact, there are no further restrictions on Σ, and generically (for a C 0 -open and C ∞ -dense set of C ∞ observations φ) Σ is nonsingular (see Nicol et al. [23] and also Remark 5.4 below).
A stochastic process W : [0, ∞) × Ω → R n is called an n-dimensional Brownian motion if (i) W (0) = 0 almost surely, (ii) there is an n × n covariance matrix Σ such that W (t) has distribution N (0, tΣ) for each t ≥ 0, and (iii) for each 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t k , the increments W (t 1 ), W (t 2 ) − W (t 1 ), . . . , W (t k ) − W (t k−1 ) are independent random variables. When Σ = I n , W (t) is called a standard n-dimensional Brownian motion. It is a basic property of Brownian motion that W ∈ C([0, ∞), R n ) almost surely. That is, W is a random element with values in C([0, ∞), R n ). (This generalizes the notion of a random variable with values in R.) We can now state our second main result.
Theorem 2.5 (Almost sure invariance principle (ASIP)) Let f h : M × G → M × G be a weak mixing G-extension of a hyperbolic basic set. Let φ : M × G → R n be a G-equivariant observation with mean zero and nonsingular covariance Σ.
Then for each c ∈ R n , there is a one-dimensional Brownian motion W with variance c T Σc and a sequence of random variables S c (N ) such that the sequences {c T φ N , N ≥ 1} and {S c (N ), N ≥ 1} are equal in distribution and such that for each
Remark 2.6
The error term O(t 1/4+δ ) is slightly better than the error term (O(t 1/2−δ ) that is more usual in statements of the ASIP [10, 28] .
There are a number of standard consequences of the ASIP (see for example [28] ). A few of these are listed below. 
Corollary 2.8 (Weak invariance principle (WIP)) Suppose that f h , φ and W are as in Theorem 2.5. Then W N converges weakly in C([0, ∞), R n ) to W as N → ∞. (In other words, the measures induced by W N on C([0, ∞), R n ) converge weakly to an n-dimensional Wiener measure.)
Proof The ASIP implies that c T W N converges weakly to c T W for each c ∈ R n and again this is enough to imply the n-dimensional result.
Remark 2.9 Let χ : C([0, ∞), R n ) → R be continuous. A consequence [3] of the WIP is that the sequence of random variables χ(W N ) converges weakly to χ(W ). Taking χ to be evaluation at t = 1, we see that the WIP implies the CLT. (The WIP is often called the functional CLT.)
As usual, a version of the LIL, together with its functional form which we do not state explicitly, follows directly from the ASIP: Corollary 2.10 (Law of the iterated logarithm (LIL)) Suppose that f h and φ are as in Theorem 2.5. For each c ∈ R n , lim sup
Remark 2.11
We have proved n-dimensional versions of the CLT and WIP, but our versions of the ASIP and LIL are restricted to one-dimensional projections c T φ N . We conjecture that the n-dimensional versions of the ASIP and (functional) LIL are valid under the same hypotheses, but the proof will require a different approach from the one in this paper (this is already the case for n-dimensional independent random variables, see [9] ).
General framework
Suppose that (Y, m) is a probability space and that T : Y → Y is a measure-preserving endomorphism. In this section, all integrals are over Y with respect to the measure
, with norm scaled so that |φ| 2 ≤ φ for all φ ∈ F . We assume (without loss) that the constant functions lie in F . Define the closed subspace F 0 = {φ ∈ F : φ = 0}. We suppose that U and U * restrict to operators on F and that the following property holds:
There are constants C > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that (3.1)
Remark 3.1 All the results in this section go through with ρ j replaced by any positive function a(j) such that ∞ j=1 ja(j) < ∞. The remainder of the section is divided in several subsections. Exponential decay of correlations is derived in Subsection (a) and is used to define the covariance matrix in Subsection (b). Subsection (c) consists of a standard Gordin-type argument which yields information on the nondegeneracy of the covariance matrix, and at the same time leads to a multiplicative sequence of random variables. The CLT, WIP and upper LIL are consequences of multiplicativity.
(a) Exponential Decay of Correlations Proposition 3.2 There exist constants K > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that
so the result follows with K = 2C.
(b) Covariance matrices
For notational convenience, given φ, ψ ∈ L 2 (Y, R n ), we write E(φ, ψ) = φψ T ∈ Mat n (R). Also, we set φ N = N −1 j=0 U j φ. We prove below that the covariance matrix (see Definition 2.4) is well defined, so the limit Σ φ = lim N →∞ 1 N φ N φ T N exists. We conclude that the covariance matrix Σ φ is a symmetric positive semidefinite n × n matrix. 
converges absolutely and
Proof The case n = 1 is standard (see for example [8] ) and the proof for general n is similar. We give the details for completeness. Absolute convergence of the series for Σ φ is an immediate consequence of decay of correlations. Next compute that
, the first term reduces to N E(φ, φ). The second term can be written as
It follows from decay of correlations that
Similarly,
(c) Multiplicative sequences and martingales
We recall a standard argument of Gordin [17] .
Lemma 3.4 If φ ∈ F 0 , then φ is cohomologous to an element ψ ∈ F 0 such that U * ψ = 0. That is, there exists ψ, χ ∈ F 0 such that U * ψ = 0 and
Proof The sequence of partial sums
It remains to prove that
T Σ ψ c and the reverse inequality follows by the same argument.
, so that Σ φ = 0. Conversely, suppose that Σ φ = 0 and write φ = ψ + U χ − χ as in the lemma. Then 0 = Σ φ = E(ψ, ψ) = ψψ T so that ψ = 0 and φ = U χ − χ. Definition 3.7 A sequence of random variables {X j } is multiplicative if
Corollary 3.9 Suppose that T : Y → Y is ergodic and φ ∈ F 0 . Then
φ N converges in distribution to an n-dimensional normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ φ .
where U * ψ = 0, and Σ φ = Σ ψ . Hence, without loss of generality we may suppose that U * φ = 0. In particular, Σ φ = φφ T . By the Cramer-Wold technique it is sufficient to prove the CLT for the sequence c T U j φ for each vector c ∈ R n . It follows from Proposition 3.8 that this is a multiplicative sequence, and hence we can apply results of McLeish [22] or Fukuyama [16] .
Remark 3.10 Similarly, the WIP holds for multiplicative sequences by [16, 22] . Furthermore, if F ⊂ L ∞ , it follows from Takahashi [36, Theorem 2] that the upper half of the law of the iterated logarithm holds for φ N . That is, for each c ∈ R n , lim sup
Remark 3.11
We have not assumed that Σ φ is nonsingular in Corollary 3.9 or Remark 3.10.
Remark 3.12
In this section, we have used probabilistic limit theorems for multiplicative sequences rather than for martingales. However, the martingale approach proves useful in Section 6, so we recall this formulation for later reference. Suppose that T : Y → Y is ergodic and let M be the σ-algebra on Y . Of course, T and φ are M-measurable and
is equal to the projection U U * , from which it follows that E(φ|T −1 M) = 0. It follows immediately that T −j M is a decreasing sequence of σ-algebras, and that for all
The CLT and WIP can now be recovered by a standard argument, which is implicit in Gordin [17] . For completeness, we sketch the argument -although the approach using multiplicative sequences is more elementary.
First embed T : Y → Y in its natural extension T : Y → Y (see [30] ). The observation φ : Y → R n lifts to an observation φ : Y → R n , and the joint distributions of φ N are identical to those of φ N for N ≥ 1. Let M be the σ-algebra M lifted to Y . Then T j M, j ≥ 1, is an increasing filtration of σ-algebras and moreover for all
is an ergodic stationary martingale. It now follows from Billingsley [2, 3] that the CLT and WIP hold for
that the partial sums 
Exponential decay of correlations
In this section we prove exponential decay of correlations for equivariant observations. For one-sided shifts this is a direct consequence of the fact that condition (3.1) of Section 3 holds in our setting (Proposition 4.5). For two-sided shifts (Theorem 4.10) we use the one-sided results and an adaptation of the proof for scalar-valued observations.
In Subsections (a) and (b), we consider G-extensions of one-sided subshifts and two-sided subshifts respectively. In Subsection (c) we consider G-extensions of general hyperbolic basic sets. In Subsection (d) we show that these results extend to a larger class which includes principal G-extensions over hyperbolic basic sets as well as examples of partially hyperbolic sets where the G-action is not free.
(a) Extensions of one-sided subshifts The Ruelle operator Let σ : X + → X + denote an aperiodic subshift of finite type. The Hölder spaces F θ (X + , R), 0 < θ < 1, are defined in the usual way, see the
We recall some basic facts about the Ruelle operator and refer to the books by Ruelle [32] , Bowen [5] , or Parry and Pollicott [26] for details. First of all, f can be 'normalized' so that L f 1 = 1. We shall always assume that f is normalized. It follows immediately that
It is clear that the spectrum of L f lies inside the unit disk and that 1 is an eigenvalue (since L f 1 = 1). In fact, 1 is a simple eigenvalue and there are no further eigenvalues on the unit circle. Restricting to Hölder spaces, it can be shown that
has essential spectral radius θ. Outside this radius, the spectrum consists of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. Hence, the spectrum of L f , excluding the simple eigenvalue 1, has radius ρ 0 ∈ (θ, 1).
The subspace of F θ (X + , R) consisting of functions w with X + w dµ = 0 is preserved by L f , and on this subspace, L f has spectral radius ρ 0 . Hence, for any
has an eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity n (the eigenfunctions are the constant functions) and the reminder of the spectrum lies in the disk of radius ρ 0 . Again, L j f w θ ≤ Cρ j w θ , for all j ≥ 1 and w ∈ F θ (X + , R n ) with X + w dµ = 0.
Therefore, it follows from [5, 32, 26] that the Banach space F = F θ (X + , R n ) satisfies the property (3.1) required in Section 3 and that exponential decay of correlations holds for Hölder observations.
The equivariant Ruelle operator Let G be a compact Lie group with Haar measure ν. Suppose that G acts (orthogonally) on R n and identify G with a subset of O(n). For f ∈ F θ (X + , R) normalized as above, and
The operator L f,h was introduced and studied extensively by Parry and Pollicott [25] , see also [26] . Again, L f,h has spectral radius at most 1 and essential spectral radius θ. We define the skew product σ h :
. The product measure m = µ × ν is invariant under σ h . Recall that σ h is weak mixing if the only measurable eigenfunctions are the constants (that is, the equation φ • σ h = αφ a.e., where φ : X + × G → C is measurable and α ∈ C, has only the 'trivial' solutions α = 1 and φ constant). It is a consequence of a Livšic-type regularity theorem [24] that measurable solutions φ have Hölder continuous versions (and hence σ h is weak mixing if and only if it is topologically weak mixing).
In the remainder of this subsection, we suppose that f ∈ F θ (X + , R) and h ∈ F θ (X + , G) are such that σ h is weak mixing.
. By definition of weak mixing, φ is constant. Since Fix G = {0} we deduce that w = 0.
, and L f,h preserves the splitting. Moreover, L f,h = L f on the first summand, and Corollary 4.1 applies to the second summand. Hence there is the eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity equal to the dimension of Fix G and, provided σ h is weak mixing, the remainder of the spectrum of L f,h lies within a disk of radius ρ 0 < 1. Corollary 4.2 Let ρ ∈ (ρ 0 , 1). Then there is a constant C (that depends only on θ, ρ, f and h) such that
for all j ≥ 1 and all w ∈ F θ (X + , R n ).
Proof For the Fix G components of w, we have L 
Remark 4.3 Viewed as an operator on
The one sided shift σ h :
The next result is an immediate consequence of these observations.
denote the space of equivariant observations φ(x, g) = gv(x) where v ∈ F θ (X + , R n ), and define φ θ = v θ . Just as above, we have the natural
Proposition 4.5 Let C > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) be as in Corollary 4.2. Suppose that 
(b) Extensions of two-sided subshifts
Let σ : X → X be an aperiodic two-sided subshift of finite type. The Hölder spaces
, θ ∈ (0, 1) are defined as in the one-sided case, see Appendix A. Let f ∈ F θ (X, R) be a Gibbs potential. It is known [26] that f is cohomologous to a potential f ∈ F θ 1/2 (X + , R). We denote the corresponding equilibrium states on X, X + by µ, µ respectively. If φ : X + → R is µ-measurable, then the natural map induced by φ on X is µ-measurable and the integrals over X, X + coincide (if they exist).
We consider skew products σ h : X × G → X × G induced by h ∈ F θ (X, G), and write σ j h (x, g) = (σ j x, gh j (x)) for j ∈ Z. In particular,
Suppose that G acts orthogonally on R n . Again, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between equivariant observations φ : X × G → R n and functions φ : X → R n . We define the spaces of Hölder equivariant observations F G θ (X × G, R n ) ∼ = F θ (X, R n ) just as we did in the one-sided case. The following result enables us to apply results for one-sided subshifts.
Lemma 4.7 Suppose that φ ∈ F θ (X, R n ), h ∈ F θ (X, G), where 0 < θ < 1. Then there exist functions h, M ∈ F θ 1/2 (X, G) and ψ, χ ∈ F θ 1/4 (X, R n ) such that ψ and h depend only on future variables and
Moreover, σ h is weak mixing if and only σ h is weak mixing.
Proof The construction of h and M can be found in Parry and Pollicott [26, Appendix II]. The construction of ψ and χ is a simple adaptation of the standard proof where h is absent and is proved in Appendix A.
Let φ, ψ : X × G → R n be the equivariant observations corresponding to φ, ψ respectively. We define M :
The result follows.
Lemma 4.9
Suppose that h ∈ F θ (X + , G) → F θ (X, G) and that σ h is weak mixing. Let ρ ∈ (ρ 0 , 1) where ρ 0 is as in Corollary 4.2. Then there is a constant C > 0 such that
for all j ≥ 1, and for all φ, ψ ∈ F
Proof We follow the proof of [26, Proposition 2.4], taking into account the extra complications due to the presence of h. We may restrict to the case Fix G = 0 (since when G acts trivially we are in the nonequivariant case which is proved in [26, Proposition 2.4]). In particular, φ and ψ automatically have mean zero. Since X×G φ• σ j h ψ T dm = X h j v • σ j w T dµ, we reduce to proving that
Following [26] , for each k ≥ 1, we choose v k depending only on coordinates x i , |i| ≤ k, such that |v k | ∞ ≤ |v| ∞ and |v − v k | ∞ ≤ |v| θ θ k . Similarly, choose w k for w. (For example, choose ϕ k : X → X depending only on coordinates x i , |i| ≤ k, and such that (
The first two terms are estimated just as in [26] . The first term is dominated by
Similarly, the second term is dominated by |v| ∞ |w| θ θ k . Hence
where
By definition of v k , w k and by our assumption on h, the integrand depends only on future coordinates. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 4.6 that we can choose a constant C 1 ≥ 1 such that
where C 2 ≥ 1 depends only on h and θ. Hence
where C = C 1 C 2 . To verify the claim, compute that
and use the inequalities
. This establishes the claim.
Combining (4.2) and (4.3), we have
Now, let r > 1 be such that ρ r = θ and set k = j/3r to obtain the required result.
Theorem 4.10
Suppose that h ∈ F θ (X, G) and that σ h is weak mixing. There are constants C > 0 and τ ∈ (0, 1) such that
Proof Again, we may suppose that Fix G = 0 so that it suffices to estimate φ • σ
By Lemma 4.7, we may write h = M h( M • σ) −1 where M , h ∈ F θ 1/2 (X, G) and h depends only on future coordinates. Since
Since h depends only on future coordinates, it follows from Lemma 4.9 that there are constants D > 0, τ ∈ (0, 1) such that
Finally, note that there is a constant K > 1 depending only on M and θ such that
The result follows with C = DK 2 .
Remark 4.11 Actually, Theorem 4.10 holds for all φ, ψ ∈ F
(c) Extensions of Axiom A diffeomorphisms
Suppose that Λ ⊂ M is a hyperbolic basic set for a diffeomorphism f : M → M , where M is a compact manifold. Let ρ : Λ → R be Hölder continuous and µ Λ denote the corresponding equilibrium state on Λ. Bowen [5] proved that there is a two-sided subshift of finite type σ : X → X and a Hölder semiconjugacy π : X → Λ such that πσ = f π. Further, π is an isomorphism with respect to µ Λ and the equilibrium state µ X on X defined by the potential ρπ.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group with Haar measure ν. Let S : Λ × G → Λ × G be the compact group extension defined by the Hölder map h : Λ → G. Then hπ : X → G is Hölder and defines a group extension σ hπ : X × G → X × G. Note that Π = π × id : X × G → Λ × G defines a semiconjugacy between σ hπ and S. Also Π is an isomorphism with respect to the measures m X = µ X × ν and m Λ = µ Λ × ν. In particular, S is weak mixing if and only if σ hπ is weak mixing.
It is therefore immediate that exponential decay of correlations for subshifts implies the same for hyperbolic basic sets, proving Theorem 2.2.
(d) Principal extensions
The previous results extend to principal extensions. Specifically, suppose that M is a compact G-manifold, F : M → M is a G-equivariant diffeomorphism and Ω ⊂ M is a G-and F -invariant subset of M . We assume that G acts freely on Ω. It follows by standard results on smooth G-actions that G acts freely on an open G-invariant neighborhood U of Ω (see Bredon [6] ). If we choose an open G-invariant neighborhood V of Ω, V ⊂ U , such that F (V ) ⊂ U , then F induces a smooth embedding f : V /G ⊂ U/G and Λ = Ω/G is then a compact f -invariant subset of U/G. We assume that Λ is a hyperbolic basic set for f . Equivalently, and more naturally, we may assume that Ω is a partially hyperbolic subset of M with center foliation given by the G-orbits (see [13] ).
Choose a Hölder continuous potential ρ on Λ and let µ Λ denote the corresponding equilibrium state on Λ. (Equivalently, we could have chosen a Hölder continuous G-invariant potential on Ω.) As usual, we assume that f is topologically mixing and therefore is µ Λ -mixing. Let m denote the Haar extension [13] of µ Λ to Ω. Extend m by zero to all of M . With this convention, F is measure preserving. We further assume that F is weak mixing. Just as in the case of skew extensions, it is straightforward to verify that weak mixing holds generically (we refer to [15, 13] for a precise description of allowable perturbations). Note that if the principal bundle Ω → Λ admits no principal H-subbundles, for any compact Lie subgroup H of G, then F is always mixing (cf. [27, 7] ).
Following the case of skew extensions of Axiom A diffeomorphisms, we choose a two-sided subshift of finite type σ : X → X and a Hölder semiconjugacy π : X → Λ such that πσ = f π. Let µ X denote the equilibrium state on X defined by the Gibbs potential ρπ. Let p : Ω → Λ denote the orbit map. Recall that the pullback p X by p of X is defined to be p X = {(x, ω) ∈ X × Ω : π(x) = p(ω)}. Clearly, G acts freely on p X and the natural projection P : p X → X gives p X the structure of a G-principal Hölder bundle over X. Since X is totally disconnected, p X is a trivial bundle and so we may write p X = X × G. The map H : p X → p X induced by F and σ is G-equivariant and hence we can write H = σ h : X × G → X × G for some Hölder continuous skewing map h : X → G. Let Π : X × G → Ω denote the corresponding projection on Ω. Suppose φ : Ω → R n is a Hölder continuous equivariant observation on Ω. Then φ lifts to the Hölder continuous equivariant observation φΠ : X ×G → R n . Everything now goes through just as in the skew extension case and so it follows that Theorem 2.2 holds for principal extensions.
Remarks 4.12 (1) Note that the result on principal extensions holds even though equivariant observations on Ω do not correspond to observations on Ω/G. That is, R n -valued maps on Ω/G do not determine equivariant maps on Ω unless p : Ω → Ω/G is a trivial G-principal bundle.
(2) Theorem 2.2 continues to hold if we can construct equivariant Hölder surjections of twisted products X × H G onto Ω. This is relevant for generalizations of our main results to more general partial hyperbolic G-invariant sets for which the action of G is no longer free (see [13] ). For example, if H ⊂ G is a finite group and Λ is an H-invariant hyperbolic set for an H-equivariant diffeomorphism, then Theorem 2.2 applies to the twisted product Λ × H G.
Covariance matrix for equivariant observations
In Section 3(b), we defined the covariance matrix Σ = Σ φ within a quite general framework. In particular, we used decay of correlations to show that Σ = lim N →∞
In the specific context of equivariant observations on a compact group extension, the covariance matrices have additional structure. Moreover, we have good necessary and sufficient conditions for nondegeneracy, cf. [23] . We recall these results now within the context of G-extensions of one-sided subshifts.
As in Section 4(a), we fix f ∈ F θ (X + , R) and h ∈ F θ (X + , G), and suppose that σ h is weak mixing.
Define the covariance Σ = Σ φ as in Proposition 3.3. Then Σ commutes with the action of G on R n .
Proof By Proposition 3.
Equivariance of φ means that φ(x, ag) = aφ(x, g) for all a ∈ G. It follows from invariance of Haar measure that
for all a ∈ G.
Recall that Σ is degenerate if det Σ = 0.
Remark 5.2 If G acts irreducibly on R n , then the real version of Schur's lemma [20, Theorem 2, p. 119] states that the space of commuting linear maps on R n is a real division ring and hence isomorphic to R, C or H. Positive semidefiniteness implies that Σ is a real scalar multiple of the identity. It follows that when G acts irreducibly, Σ is degenerate if and only if Σ = 0. Consequently, by Corollary 3.5, if G acts irreducibly, then Σ is degenerate if and only if φ is a Hölder coboundary.
Proposition 5.3
The covariance matrix Σ is degenerate if and only if there is an irreducible subspace V ⊂ R n , with orthogonal projection π V : R n → V , such that π V φ is a Hölder coboundary.
Proof Degeneracy means that dim ker Σ ≥ 1. Since ker Σ is G-invariant, there is a G-irreducible subspace V ⊂ ker Σ. Restricting to V , we have Σ| V = 0. But Σ| V is the covariance matrix corresponding to the sequence of random variables
is a G-equivariant observation and we remain within the setting of Section 3. Now apply Corollary 3.5.
Remark 5.4 Nicol et al. [23, Lemma 5.8] show that typically π V φ is not a coboundary for any projection π V . Indeed, it is sufficient to perturb φ at one point. Hence, we conclude that for an open and dense subset of equivariant observations φ ∈ F G θ (X × G, R n ), the covariance matrix Σ is positive definite. Furthermore, Σ is a general symmetric positive definite G-equivariant n × n matrix.
Almost sure invariance principle
In Subsection (a) we prove the ASIP for extensions of two-sided shifts. This immediately leads to similar results for (principal) extensions of hyperbolic sets, as well as for extensions of one-sided shifts. These are mentioned in Subsection (b).
Throughout this section, the statement {A N , N ≥ 1} = d {B N , N ≥ 1} means that the two sequences are equal in distribution. This is equivalent to demanding equality of the finite distributions {A j , j = 1, . . . , N } and {B j , j = 1, . . . , N } for all N ≥ 1 [19, Theorem 3.29] .
(a) Extensions of two-sided subshifts Suppose that σ : X → X is a two-sided subshift of finite type and that h ∈ F θ (X, G) induces a weak mixing G-extension σ h : X × G → X × G. Suppose also that φ ∈ F G θ (X × G, R n ) has mean zero and nonsingular covariance Σ.
Lemma 6.1 There exists h ∈ F θ 1/2 (X, G) such that σ h : X × G → X × G is weak mixing, and there exists ψ ∈ F G θ 1/4 (X × G, R n ) with mean zero, and M : X → G θ 1/2 -Hölder continuous, such that
Proof Since the class of G-extensions of two-sided subshifts is closed under timereversal, it is sufficient to consider reverse time partial sums
h . Construct h and ψ depending only on future coordinates as in Lemma 4.7. As in Corollary 4.8, we can write φ −N = M ψ −N + O(1). By Lemma 3.4, we can replace ψ by a new ψ depending only on future coordinates and satisfying U * ψ = 0. (As usual, the adjoint U * corresponds to the isometry U :
Define the sequence
where M + is the σ-algebra on X + lifted up to X. Then {F j : j ∈ Z} is an increasing sequence of σ-algebras. We claim that {ψ −N =
That is, Y j is F j -measurable and E(Y j |F j−1 ) = 0 for all j. By stationarity, it suffices to prove these for j = 0. Since ψ depends only on future coordinates, Y 0 is F 0 -measurable. Since in addition h depends only on future coordinates, E(ψ|σ 
as required.
Proof Fix N ≥ 1. It suffices to show that the finite sequences {M φ j , j = 1, . . . , N } = d {φ j , j = 1, . . . , N }. Since the sequences are G-equivariant, their distributions are determined by G-invariant subsets I ⊂ (R n ) N . But since M ∈ G, it is immediate that for such subsets (φ 1 , . . . , φ N ) and (M φ 1 , . . . , M φ N ) have equal probability of lying in I. Let ψ, h be as in Lemma 6.1. 
Altogether, using Lemma 6.1, we have
As in [28, p. 23] , the probability space on which S c (N ) and W are defined may be enlarged so as to support a copy in distribution of {c T φ N , c T M ψ N , N ≥ 1}. This can be done in such a way that equations (6.1) and (6.2) remain valid, while c T M ψ N is identified with S c (N ). The result follows.
(b) Extensions of hyperbolic sets and one-sided subshifts Suppose that Λ ⊂ M is a basic hyperbolic set, π : X → Λ its coding by a two sidedshift (as in Section 4(c)), and Π = π × id :
Since π is an isomorphism of probability spaces, {φ N } = d { φ N }, and therefore the ASIP for φ follows from Theorem 6.4 applied to φ.
As in Section 4(d), we can reduce the case of principal extensions to extensions of a basic hyperbolic set. Therefore, Theorem 6.4 holds also for principal extensions. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Finally, it is clear that, by taking the associated two-sided shift, the ASIP (together with all of its consequences) for extensions of two-sided subshifts implies the corresponding results for extensions of one-sided subshifts.
Remark 6.5 The CLT, WIP and upper LIL for one-sided subshifts can be proved directly within the abstract framework of Section 3. However, our proof of the ASIP (and the full LIL) for one-sided subshifts relies on the ASIP for two-sided subshifts and hence on the time-reversal step at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 6.1.
Similarly, our proof of the ASIP for two-sided subshifts relies on the fact that the class of such dynamical systems is closed under time-reversals. We note that the martingale approach of Conze and Le Borgne [8] (in the setting of geodesic flows on spaces of constant negative curvature) relies also on this time-reversal property [8, Remarques 2.7(1)].
Appendix A Hölder spaces
Suppose that σ : X → X is a two-sided subshift of finite type. If f : X → R n is continuous, we define for each N ≥ 1, the N 'th variation var N f = sup |f (x) − f (y)|, where the supremum is over all x, y ∈ X with x i = y i for |i| < N . If θ ∈ (0, 1), define
Similarly, we define F θ (X + , R n ) for the one-sided subshift σ : X + → X + induced by the two-sided subshift σ. There is a natural embedding of F θ (X + , R n ) inside F θ (X, R n ). Indeed, we can identify functions of F θ (X + , R n ) with those functions in F θ (X, R n ) that depend only on future coordinates.
We also define the Hölder spaces F θ (X, O(n)) as subspaces of F θ (X, Mat n (R)).
Lemma A.1 Let σ : X → X be a two-sided subshift. Suppose that v ∈ F θ (X, R n ) and h ∈ F θ (X, O(n)), where θ ∈ (0, 1). Suppose further that h depends only on future coordinates.
Then there exists w ∈ F θ 1/2 (X, R n ) depending only on future coordinates and
Proof This result is a minor modification of [33, 5] . Our proof follows [26, Proposition 1.2]. Fix a map ϕ : X → X that depends only on future coordinates. Define for all x, y. We claim that there is a constant K > 0 such that (i) B(x) ≤ Kθ N for all N ≥ 1 and x ∈ X, and (ii) A(x, y) ≤ Kθ N for all N ≥ 1 and x, y ∈ X with x i = y i for |i| ≤ 2N . It then follows that var 2N (χ) ≤ 4Kθ N for all N ≥ 1, proving the result. Now, |v(σ n x) − v(σ n ϕx)| ≤ var n (v) ≤ |v| θ θ n , for all n ≥ 1. Hence
verifying (i). 
Appendix B Skorokhod representation
We will require the following embedding theorem for martingales which generalizes the Skorokhod representation theorem [34] for sums of independent random variables. [35] to obtain an ASIP for certain martingales. The error term is typically of the form O(t 1/2−α ) for sufficiently small α > 0. In our context, we obtain an improved error term of the form O(t 1/4+δ ) for arbitrarily small δ > 0. This is due to the fact that the martingales that we consider in this paper have the property that the partial sums of X 2 j −1 are as amenable as the partial sums of X j . (Controlling X 2 j − 1 is usually the difficult part of the procedure, see [28, p. 11] . ) We require the following strong law of large numbers for martingales (see for example [12, p. 238] ). 
